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WDS Components is now providing anti vibration mounts as a 

complete kit to enable fast and simple procurement and installation. 

Acting as a vibration dampener or shock absorber, anti vibration 

mounts are now available with studs, washers, and bolts, 

comprising all the components required to enable installation. The 

anti vibration mounts reduce noise and vibration on applications 

such as machines, engines and motors, compressors and control 

panels.   

 

The industrial standard mounts can be used across heavy-duty factory 

equipment, through to commercial applications and the marine sector. 

Providing the mounts as a complete kit speeds up parts specification and 

enhances ease of installation. With male and female threaded mounts, 

the new installation kit format comprises bolts in diameters from M3 to 

M12, as well as various shaft lengths to suit a variety of applications.  

 

Ideal for machines with low to medium vibration levels, WDS now 

provides a flanged bolt down anti vibration mount with a fitting kit (part 

code WDS 718). Suitable for outdoor as well as indoor use, these anti -

vibration mounts can be used with loads from 3.5kg up to 50kg. The 

mounts feature a Shore hardness rating from 40 up to 60, making them 

suitable for vibration reduction across various machine types and running 



 

speeds. In widths of 63mm to 112mm, the kit height including the 

mounting bolt expands from 110mm to 120mm. The mount is 

manufactured with mild steel and the anti vibration component is made 

from black natural rubber.  

 

For heavy vibration on rotating machinery up to maximum loads of 840kg, 

the machine shear kit anti vibration mount (part code WDS 719) is now 

also available with a fitting kit. As rubber mounts can perish over time, 

especially under heavy weights or arduous environmental conditions, the 

mount can shear away, creating a safety challenge. To combat this 

potential, a shear cap secured with a washer creates a built-in failsafe 

protection. Suitable for outdoor use, the mild steel mount is zinc plated to 

enhance resistance to corrosion, while the black rubber anti vibration 

component is available in a Shore hardness ranging between 40 and 60. 

Mount dimensions range from 88 to 156mm long and 145mm to 240mm 

high.  

 

WDS now also supplies anti vibration turret mounts, intended for use 

beneath mechanical devices, with a mounting kit (part code WDS 721). 

In Shore hardness ranging from 40 to 75, turret mount heights vary 

between 120.5mm to 152mm, with widths ranging from 81mm to 143mm. 

Primarily for indoor use, the mounts comprise mild steel construction with 

a black rubber anti vibration device.  

 

Full details of WDS’ range of anti vibration mounts and mounting kits are 

available on wdscomponents.com This includes dimensions and product 

data to enable fast specification as well as free to download CAD images 

in a range to formats to enhance ease of design integration.  



 

 

Anti vibration mounts and kits can be procured directly from the WDS 

website with same day shipping available in single units through to high 

volumes across much of the range. The WDS Stock Guarantee 

programme also applies across various mounts and kits within the range, 

providing 10% discount on any quantity ordered that cannot be fulfilled 

from existing stock. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Image Captions: 

 

 

Image 1: WDS anti vibration mounts are now available with studs, 

washers, and bolts, comprising all the components required to enable 

installation. 

 

 

 

 

The image(s) distributed with this press release are for Editorial use only 

and are subject to copyright. The image(s) may only be used to 

accompany the press release mentioned here, no other use is permitted.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

About WDS Components Ltd 

 

WDS Components is the home of standard parts and machine 

accessories. Established in 1952 ‘Woodside Die Sinking Company’ made 

jig and die parts to speed up production in tool rooms, WDS Components 

has grown from humble beginnings to become a leading European 

manufacturer and global distributor of high quality durable parts at 

competitive prices. We supply components, standard parts and machine 

accessories to original equipment manufacturers, maintenance 

engineers, small businesses and individuals all over the world. Over 98% 

of our range is available from stock and can be shipped the same day 

from our global distribution centre in the UK, using best in class worldwide 

logistics companies.  

 

We provide unrivalled choice and unequalled availability.  

 

WDS Components are proud to support some of the most prestigious 

engineering companies and brands in the world, who all trust WDS 

Components to service their needs.  

 

We are committed to engineering excellence and continuous 

improvement. Our team of in-house engineers has expertise spanning 

several decades and is a blend of highly experienced and new generation 

graduate engineers who focus on the latest developments in design and 

manufacturing technology.  

 

Our entire range of products is available to purchase on our website WDS 

COMPONENTS.COM where designers and manufacturers alike can 

download 3D models of all components in the widest range of formats 

available.  

 

WDS Components provide solutions for customers who require a wide 

and growing range of high quality, competitively priced products, coupled 

https://www.wdscomponents.com/en-gb
https://www.wdscomponents.com/en-gb


 

with incredible product availability and same day despatch, backed up by 

easily accessible technical support.  

 

Further Information: 

Website: WDS COMPONENTS.COM 

Email: Sales@wdscomponents.com 
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